Fresh clashes in downtown Srinagar

Section 144 imposed, Govt pitches in to help residents celebrate Eid with fervour

DMRC staff leave-streams his suicide on Facebook

Pakistan steps up espionage efforts for Pulwama 2.0

Flood toll at 60 in Kerala, situation grim in 3 States

2 eggs for Rs 1,700 at Mumbai’s Four Seasons

$97 LIVES LOST IN K'TARA, MAHA. GUL SO FAR AS MONSOON FURY Now Zomato invites over beef, port delivery

700 in 4 days: DGP appeals for Eid prayers
Human Milk Banks struggling for survival

H uman Milk Banks (HMBs), which can help prevent premature deaths from infection, is struggling for take-off and survival due to inadequate financial support, lack of government patronage, and mismanagement. In order to ensure adequate supply of breast milk, research has shown that there must be a demand, researchers have found.

By providing pasteurization, HMBs are also making important contributions to India’s health in the Indian context. HMBs are playing a critical role in India’s health where the number of neonatal deaths and stillbirth deaths are high. HMBs are helping to address the issue of safe and sufficient breast milk for vulnerable infants.

The researchers have identified the infrastructure (HMBs), funding mechanisms, operating procedures, policies and federal and state quality assurance.

However, the doctors have left behind vulnerable to human oral care and human oral care products. The HMBs are struggling for survival due to inadequate financial support, lack of government patronage, and mismanagement.
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CM announces SCs reservation in proportion to population

Baghel also declared that every possible effort would be made to develop Giraudpuri, the birth place of founder of spiritual Guru Ghasidas as a tourist place.

Six held in Jashpur for desecrating shrine

Baghel also declared that every possible effort would be made to develop Giraudpuri, the birth place of founder of spiritual Guru Ghasidas as a tourist place.

Police manage breakthrough in Raigarh ATM heist case

Police have arrested three persons in connection with the ATM bust of Rs 26.65 lakh in Raigarh district of Chhattisgarh on August 9 an officer said on Sunday. Three of the total eight accused persons from Tamnar police station area were arrested by Raigarh Superintendent of Police Rajesh Agrawal. Remaining five accused including the main accused Shailendra Singh were on the run.

Seven Maoists surrender in restive Sukma district

Seven leftest insurgents, three of them carrying cash rewards on their heads, surrendered in restive Sukma district on Sunday.

Baghel impresses all in maiden radio talk

In his maiden monthly radio talk programme on Sunday, Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel talked about the review of the previous month and the vision for the current month.
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JALANDHAR PRIEST MONEY CASE
4 Punjab policemen, including 3 ASIs, dismissed

Role of other Khanna police station cops under probe

B

Based on the findings of the Samajwadi Party (SP) government's anti-corruption commission, which was set up by the then chief minister of the state, the commission found that the ASIs were involved in a scam worth crores of rupees. The commission's report was submitted to the SP government on August 11, and the report was leaked to the media.

The SP government is yet to take a decision on the report. It has said that it will take a decision after the report is submitted to the audit department.

A police department spokesperson said that the ASIs named in the report would be removed from service.

Science behind managing stomach disorders, pain in drinking water
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Phoolka says chi...
North Korea says latest test was ‘new weapon’

AFP

North Korean leader Kim Jong Un reviewed the test of what he called a ‘new weapon’ on Saturday, the same day he marked the 80th anniversary of the foundation of the ruling Workers’ Party in Pyongyang.

The statement said a ‘new weapon’ test had been carried out in a manner that led to ‘very important results’.

Kim, dressed in a red jacket, white coat and black trousers, was accompanied by officials including Kim Yong Chol, a former spy chief who has been removed from a high-profile nuclear diplomacy role. He also attended in the 1970s.

North Korea said the test was designed to make the journey to a target point in the ‘Vast Area of the Sea’.

In a separate report, the country’s state media cited a report by Sputnik that the test involved a ‘supersonic weapon’. The report said the weapon was likely a ‘hypersonic glide vehicle’. The term refers to an armoury that can fly at supersonic speeds and then slip into a much faster glide. The report said the test was carried out at about 400 kilometres (250 miles) before the weapon appeared to be two short-range missiles.

The regime said Pyongyang fired what it described as a new tactical guided weapon in a region that poses a direct threat to the United States.

Two North Korean men have been arrested on charges of stabbing a girl in South Korea after offering her coffee, police said. The two men, who were identified as 25-year-old Jin Young-gi and 34-year-old Cho Yong-jin, were found with knives in the pocket of the black female who was stabbed in the stomach and a wound to her arm, police said. The victim was taken to a hospital for treatment. The police said they were questioning the two men to determine their motive for the attack.

The shooting at a mall in South Korea on Thursday was the latest in a series of incidents in the country involving affronts to women. The incident comes after a recent study showed that women in South Korea are more likely to experience sexual harassment in public places than in other countries.

The police said they were investigating the incident as a possible hate crime, but did not specify the motive.

In 2017, the South Korean government passed a law to protect women from harassment in public places, but the law has not been enforced effectively.

The police said they had arrested two men, including a 25-year-old man, who had stabbed a woman at a shopping mall in the city of Suwon, South Korea.

The two men were identified as a 25-year-old man and a 34-year-old woman. The police said they had received a report of a stabbing at a shopping mall in Suwon, about 40 kilometres (25 miles) south of Seoul, on Thursday morning.

The police said they had arrested the two men and were investigating the incident as a possible hate crime.

The police said they had also arrested a 36-year-old man and a 34-year-old woman for的可能性 in the case.

The police said they were still investigating the incident and had not yet determined the motive for the attack. They said they were questioning the two men to determine if they were acting alone or if they were part of a larger group.
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AZDY KUMAR

The Indian subcontinent, particularly India, has had a long tradition of reliance on science and technology. The invention of the wheel, the compass, the calendar, and the concept of zero are just a few examples. India has a rich history of scientific and technological achievements. The ancient Indian mathematician and astronomer Brahmagupta, for example, made significant contributions to the field of mathematics. His work on arithmetic, algebra, and geometry was groundbreaking. The concept of zero, which is fundamental to modern mathematics, is also credited to Brahmagupta.

However, despite these achievements, India's position in terms of science and technology is not as strong as one might expect. The country has a long way to go to reach the level of other scientifically advanced nations. While India has a large number of scientists and researchers, the number of researchers engaged in research is not commensurate with the country's population size.

In terms of research and development (R&D) spending, India is also lagging behind other countries. The government spends close to 1.5 per cent of GDP on R&D, which is lower than many other countries. The private sector also spends a significant amount on R&D, but the total expenditure is still not enough to support the country's scientific and technological growth.

Another crucial pillar is a strong policy framework. The government has to create a conducive environment for firms to develop and manufacture new technologies. A number of detailed guidelines, which require firms to develop and manufacture new technologies, have been released. However, the implementation of these guidelines is often lacking, and the enforcement of regulations is not strong enough.

In conclusion, India has a long way to go in terms of science and technology. The government needs to increase its spending on R&D, create a strong policy framework, and encourage firms to develop and manufacture new technologies. Only then can India achieve its goal of becoming a scientific and technological powerhouse.

Hector Schmuck


defeated terrorism as it is possible to defeat, as it is a way to bring light to the dark world of terrorism.

Amitabh Bachchan

that we can compete with the rest of the world. We also need to look at other options and try to develop new technologies.
The truth about Pakistan Studies

The subject may have been formulated and promoted by Leftists and liberals in the 1970s as a response to the country’s existential crises but they themselves became its victims.
Rahul urges Kerala Govt, Centre to provide immediate aid to flood hit

Pinayari hauls out negative campaign against CMDRF

Gujarat constables carry two kids onshoulders in flood, earns praise

"Don't cancel Indo-Pak trains and harmer people's ties""
Dilli slams Centre for taxing Durga Pujas

A group led by the BJP had raised a demand that the Central government’s decision to tax the Durga Puja in Kolkata is illegal. The West Bengal government has also announced that it will not tax the Puja. The BJP leader Pramod Tiwari alleged that the Centre’s move is illegal.

"It is an insult to the Puja — what about the money spent by political parties on other festivals? There have been religious festivals in the past which have taxed a huge amount of money," said Pramod Tiwari. "Why should the Puja be hit?"

"One thing the Centre has not yet said is who will take care of the puja," he said.

"In earlier years, the Centre had issued a notification that the puja is a religious festival," Senior BJP leader Poonam Sinha said. "But now, suddenly, the Centre has announced that it is a commercial festival."

"The Centre has no right to tax this festival," she said. "We will challenge it in court."
**Govt assures steps to boost liquidity, demand**

**FT IN DELHI**

The Government is working on a number of measures to boost liquidity and demand, with the Centre and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) set to announce steps to address current concerns in the real estate sector and under-strength in the manufacturing sector.

Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman today told The Economic Times that the Centre was taking all possible steps to boost liquidity in the economy.

The finance minister was responding to a question on the Indian capital markets (equity amount of Rs 1.5 trillion) being pulled out a net amount of Rs 55,000 crore in the month of August due to the US-China trade war.

"International investors have pulled out a net amount of Rs 55,000 crore in the month of August due to the US-China trade war. The US government continues to keep the situation under watch because of its high debt and trade deficit," she said.

Financial Services, Piyush Goyal, added: "We have received the feedback from the market in this regard. While this is a serious situation, I want to assure the farmers that the government will find solutions for them."

The finance minister also said that the government had increased the amount of foreign direct investment (FDI) under the automatic route. A manufacturing sector under the FDI automatic route will now get 100 per cent foreign direct investment, which was earlier 74 per cent.

"This will be a big boost for the manufacturing sector," she added.

**FT IN MUMBAI**

Embattled IL&FS group has approached the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) for final approval to the sale of its wind energy business to Japan’s ORIX to remove financial crisis from the group.

The sale to ORIX will lead to a debt of the group being reduced by Rs 3,700 crore.

However, the strategy being formulated by the finance minister to bail out lakhs of farmers, amidst concerns of the real estate sector and the manufacturing sector under-strength in the industry. However, the strategy being formulated will have a take-up of the suggestions that the government received from the industry chambers, amid concerns of the real estate sector and the manufacturing sector.

The government will hold meetings with the representatives of all the industry chambers, and a decision will be taken on the matter which will have a take-up of the suggestions that the government received from the industry chambers, amidst concerns of the real estate sector and the manufacturing sector.
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Iyer flexible at bat at any position

West Indies skipper Jason Holder has defended India’s Oriol Coetzer, who is in contention for the Test series against the Windies, saying that he is a good enough batsman to be considered for any position.

Holder said Coetzer’s ability to adjust his technique has been crucial in his recent form, and he is confident that he can handle any role given to him.

“We are confident that he can perform at any position. We have seen his adaptability and he is a good enough batsman to fill any gap,” Holder said.

On the flip side, West Indies coach Justin Langer has said that Coetzer’s batsmanship is declining, and he is not performing well in Test cricket.

“Coetzer’s form has been under pressure recently, and we are concerned about his performance in Test cricket,” Langer said. "We need to find a way to improve his batting in order to keep him in the side.”

In other news, England’s Ben Stokes has revealed that he will miss the upcoming Test series against the West Indies due to a finger injury.

Stokes, who has been out of action since the 2019 World Cup, underwent surgery on his finger last month and has been advised to rest for a further two weeks.

Stokes said: “I’m very disappointed to have to miss this Test series. I’ve been working really hard to get back into shape and I’m frustrated that I won’t be able to play.”

The England cricket team will now have to look for another batsman to replace Stokes in the Test team.

**Scoreboard**

**England**

- Score: 100/0
- Innings: 1
- Wickets: 1
- Batting order: In progress

**West Indies**

- Score: 50/3
- Innings: 1
- Wickets: 3
- Batting order: In progress

**Next Match**

- Date: September 28
- Venue: Old Trafford, Manchester
- Start time: 11:00 AM

**Australians can win from anywhere’**

Michael Vaughan has backed England to win the upcoming Test series against the West Indies, saying that there is no reason why they can’t win the series.

He said: “England are a very good team and they have the experience and the talent to win this series. I think they will be able to come out on top.”

**Aussie skipper**

The Australian cricket team has appointed Justin Langer as their new coach, following the resignation of Darren Lehmann.

Langer has been part of the Australian coaching team for many years and has a wealth of experience at international level.

He said: “I’m excited to have the opportunity to take on this role. I’ve been part of the team for a long time and I know the strengths and weaknesses of the players.”

**Imran rejected Arthur’s extension: Sources**

Former Pakistan captain Imran Khan has rejected Arthur’s extension, according to sources.

The sources said that Imran Khan did not see any reason to extend Arthur’s contract, and that he felt Arthur had not done enough for the team.

**Scoreboard**
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- Innings: 1
- Wickets: 3
- Batting order: In progress

**West Indies**

- Score: 100/0
- Innings: 1
- Wickets: 1
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**Next Match**

- Date: September 28
- Venue: Old Trafford, Manchester
- Start time: 11:00 AM

**Sourabh wins Hyderabad Open**

Sourabh, who had won two titles including the Smashaan Open and the Russian Open, has become the first Indian to win a tournament in the International Tennis Federation (ITF) category.

He said: “I’m extremely happy to have won this title. It’s been a long time coming and I’m glad I finally got my hands on a trophy.”
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**AP WRITERS**

**1.**

The focus should be on defense not been able to replicate the winning note when they beat Far from. We have failed to perform up till now.

2. **College.

The team has failed to replicate the performance of the Pro Kabaddi side has failed to replicate the weekend was rewarded by a dete-

3. **Kane.

Ritchie’s cross and then blasted straight at Martin Dubravka with a typically predatory finish. Murray, a 2008 and 2011 champion Andy Murray, with the singles inactivity will be two-time Grand Slam winner Novak Djokovic and Roger Federer.

4. **Breath.

And Aubameyang gave Arsenal fans much more confidence in the radar and his presence will also be a key component in the raiding unit. Kandola, who he thinks will be the key performer for them this season. Again Smith was on the bench yesterday (on the substitutes bench including Novak Djokovic and Roberto Bautista Agut 6-4, 7-6(8)/6.

5. **Worse.

The team started the campaign with a victory over France. It’s extra special, but also a reminder of how much work there is to do to get to the final ever played between a Briton and an American.

6. **Roger.

Serena Williams up against Andreescu in final

The 37-year-old American would be trying for her 23rd Grand Slam title since the birth of her daughter Alexis Olympia, who was born in September 2017.

7. **Spin.

The 40-year-old Konta had another strong season, winning three more titles, including the first title since the 2016 U.S. Open, the biggest title of her career. She also finished in the top 5 for the first time in her career.

8. **Defeat.

The 20-year-old Halep, who is the best player in the world at the moment, is playing her third Grand Slam final in a row.

9. **Nadal.

Nadal had a successful 2020 season, winning three more titles, including the first title since the 2016 U.S. Open, the biggest title of her career. She also finished in the top 5 for the first time in her career.

10. **Vantage.

Players turned coach RakshITHAYEE

Winning 11-10 in the fifth set to successfully defending her second-round win to make it two wins in a row.

11. **First.

The coach particularly is not very happy with the team’s defense, but also his defense confidence has been down.

12. **Win.

The 37-year-old American would be trying for her 23rd Grand Slam title since the birth of her daughter Alexis Olympia, who was born in September 2017.

13. **First.

The 40-year-old Konta had another strong season, winning three more titles, including the first title since the 2016 U.S. Open, the biggest title of her career. She also finished in the top 5 for the first time in her career.

14. **Second.

The 20-year-old Halep, who is the best player in the world at the moment, is playing her third Grand Slam final in a row.

15. **Lose.

The 37-year-old American would be trying for her 23rd Grand Slam title since the birth of her daughter Alexis Olympia, who was born in September 2017.

16. **Never.

Nadal had a successful 2020 season, winning three more titles, including the first title since the 2016 U.S. Open, the biggest title of her career. She also finished in the top 5 for the first time in her career.